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European Funds
in Mazovia
ROP of MV 2014-2020
Almost 200 competitions and out-of-competition calls announced
Over 7,3 thousand submitted applications for co-financing
The value of co-financing requested from the European Union has exceeded 2,7

billion euro

3,2 thousand contracts signed

€

Over 1,6

billion euro support from European Union

The value of approved payment applications submitted by beneficiaries exceeded 868,7

billion euro

Innovative research facilities

Beneficiary: Warsaw University of Life Sciences
Project: Food and Nutrition Research and Development Center
Photo : Adobe Stock

A modern Food and Nutrition Research and Development
Center is being built at the oldest agricultural university in the
country. It will be a space for conducting innovative research
on food and methods of its production. European funds
support the purchase of research equipment and laboratory equipment, but also the necessary computer hardware and specialized software. Entrepreneurs from the food industry will benefit, and thus residents.

Over 130 enterprises benefiting from support thanks to launching innovative
products and services on the market

E-services in healthcare
Beneficiary: Specialist Hospital
them. Holy Family
Project: Electronic access to medical data
for doctors and patients
Photo: R. Rasiński, Specialist Hospital them. Holy Family

Thanks to European funds the Specialist Hospital of the
Holy Family in Warsaw has a system allowing remote
consultation of test results. The system enables
image sharing and communication with doctors from any
institution in the world. Additionally,patients have access to
medical records such as the results of imaging diagnostics and
laboratory tests during visits in other hospitals. This was possible, among others,
thanks to the introduction of IT solutions for secure data storage and sharing.

Over 240 units of the medical sector using created ICT applications or services

Over 570 e-services enabling a complete settlement of the case
without leaving home (transaction)

Social inclusion of inhabitants
Beneficiary: Institute of Physiology
and Pathology of Hearing
Project: Hearing Screening Programme for first
grade pupils of primary schools in the Mazovian
Voivodeship in the school year 2017/2018 and
2018/2019
Photo: Institute of Physiology and Pathology of Hearing

Even one in six children can have hearing problems, which then leads to difficulties in communicating with their environment, learning and later life. The problem is important, therefore experts from the Institute of Physiology and Pathology of
Hearing examined the hearing of first grade pupils of primary school from the voivodeship. This was
the first such comprehensive research programme in the European Union to cover the entire region.
Doctors, nurses, parents, schools, education offices and local governments were invited to cooperate.

Support of nearly 27

thousand people at risk of poverty or social exclusion

Support for the activities of over
social enterprises)

960 social economy entities (NGOs, social cooperatives,
Access to medical examination
Beneficiary: Dr. Józef Psarski Mazovian Specialist
Hospital in Ostrołęka
Project: Cardiological Rehabilitation Centre
in Ostrołęka
Photo: Dr. Józef Psarski Mazovian Specialist Hospital in Ostrołęka

Patients from northern Mazovia can take advantage of the
newly formed Cardiological Rehabilitation Centre, which was
established at the Dr. Józef Psarski Mazovian Specialist Hospital
in Ostrołęka. The centre is equipped with specialist apparatus such as
cardiomonitors, telemetric monitoring systems, ECGs, defibrillators, echocardiographs, diagnostic station and system to run a stress test. European funds have
also made it possible to provide rehabilitation equipment to help people recover from
heart attacks.

Equipment for diagnosis and patient treatment for 34 medical facilities.

Safe and comfortable driving
Beneficiary: Wyszków Commune
Project: Construction of a bypass in Wyszków
Photo: City Hall in Wyszków

The Wyszków city centre bypass was built along national
road 8 Warszawa - Białystok. The investment is located in
Wyszków and the following districts: Zabrodzie, Wyszków,
Brańszczyk. Inhabitants have a dual carriageway at their
disposal, with two lanes on each carriageway. Within the ring road,
junctions and viaducts, access roads, noise barriers, street lighting,
pedestrian crossings, as well as special passages for animals were built.
The viaduct built in Lucynów runs over the railway track (Ostrołęka - Tłuszcz Warszawa line). The route relieves Wyszków and the towns of Deskurów, Lucynów,
Skuszew and Turzyn from truck traffic. The bypass plays an important role in both transit and domestic and international traffic (Czech Republic - Poland - Baltic States).

41 km of built roads
192 km of reconstructed or modernised roads
30 new and 39 modernised passenger trains
Environmentally friendly transport
Beneficiary: Koleje Mazowieckie Company
Project: Modern passenger trains
Photo: Koleje Mazowieckie

Investment activities of the company Koleje Mazowieckie
concerned modernisation of trains used in regional and
agglomeration traffic. Modern vehicles are equipped with access
to wireless internet (WiFi), air conditioning, heaters, monitoring,
electronic timetable and power sockets in passenger compartments.
In addition, equipment was used to improve the use of the rolling stock by people with reduced mobility, hearing or visual impairment.
The new trains have affected the safety and comfort of travelling in Mazovia.

80 low-emission buses
Over 648

km of built or rebuilt cycle paths

85 ”Park and Ride” car parks built or rebuilt

More energy-efficient buildings
Beneficiary: Wiązowna Commune
Project: Thermal modernisation of schools in
Wiązowna
Photo: Wiązowna Commune

On the territory of Wiązowna district a complex thermal modernization of two school buildings was carried out. In the
school in Glinianka at 53 Napoleońska Street and in the school
complex in Wiązowna at 20 Kościelna Street, all windows and doors
have been replaced, external walls and roofs have been insulated and
ventilation and heating equipment has been rebuilt. Ecological solutions such
as heat pumps, photovoltaic devices and solar collectors were also used. This means
less energy consumption and therefore lower building maintenance costs.

468 energy-efficiently upgraded buildings
Support for 41 selective municipal waste collection points

New use of public space
Beneficiary: Teresin Commune
Project: Dworzec TO.Kultura! – adaptation of
the station in Teresin
Photo: Teresin Commune

The modernization of the building and the development
of the adjacent area changed the face of the Teresin railway station. After renovation, the station became a place open to cultural events, art and realization of the inhabitans’ ideas. The building
has a cinema and auditorium, a library, a ticket office and a comfortable
waiting room. Thanks to this, the station’s offer is used by inhabitants as well
as tourists. The modernization project „Dworzec TO.Kultura!” received a title „Modernization of 2018” in the category „Public utilities”.

Assistance in the renovation of 40 monuments

Greater access to culture
Beneficiary: Pilawa City and Commune
Project: Expansion of the Municipal and Commune
Culture Center building in Pilawa
photo: Sebastian Piętka, Pilawa City and Commune Office

The inhabitants of Pilawa and the surrounding area already
benefit from a modernized cultural center. Thanks to the
enlargement of the building, there is a place for a library with a reading room, conference and entertainment
room, classrooms, bowling alley and food court. The space
is equipped with wireless internet, monitoring, fire protection, energy-saving lighting, as well as solar installation. Thanks to European funds,
the building has also been adapted to the needs of people with disabilities.

Support for 59 cultural institutions

Investments in education
Beneficiary: Jastrząb Commune
Project: Fairytale land - kindergarten in the Jastrząb commune
photo. kindergarten in Gąsawy Plebańskie

The first commune kindergarten was established in
old, non- functioning primary school. The facility is intended for 20 children aged 3-4 years residing in the commune. The rooms were renovated, furniture was purchased
among others: tables, cabinets, deckchairs, shelves, as
well as kitchen and bathroom equipment. The educational room
has been equiped with an interactive board, and the children received
toys and accessories for classes. As part of the project they hired kinderga ten teacher, teacher’s help and person responsible for maintaining cleanliness.

Over 1,5

thousand new places of taking care of children under 3 years
Nearly

Nearly 99,5

2,3 thousand co-financed preschool places

thousand students participated in additional classes

How do we promote
European Funds
in Mazovia?
Our activities include:
• Information on competitions, project implementation rules and the effects of EU support in newsletters and mailings as
well as on www.funduszedlamazowsza.eu (over 1 million visits per year);
• High activity in social media (current profiles: Facebook - 14.5 thousand people, Twitter - 966 people, YouTube - 251
people, as well as completely new on LinkedIn and Instagram);
• Cyclical publications, such as the European Funds magazine in Mazovia and the album Pearls of Mazovia;
• Unique materials dedicated to the promotion of projects co-financed from European funds, such as brochures showingthe effects of support in counties or films about project successes;
• Creative tools for promoting European funds and engaging residents – educational board games;
• Own events, eg the Mazovia Development Forum and conferences in the main cities of the voivodship presenting progress in the implementation of the regional program;
• Participation of experts in conferences, seminars, picnics and festivals;
• Free consultations (personal, telephone and electronic), training sessions, workshops and information meetings;
• Dedicated media email inbox (media@mazowia.eu);
• Simplifying the language in communication with beneficiaries and publications;
• Applying the principles of availability in all promotional materials;
• Active participation in networks of communication officers (national and European);
• Organization of the Leader of Change competition, in which 11,000 votes selected winners of „good practices”.
Our video „Palace in Korczew” won the main prize at the Camerimage film festival, for the best spot promoting
European Funds
Our most reach post was a movie about the Palace in Korczew, which reached almost 100,000 people and was shared
again nearly 650 times
The 10th Mazovia Development Forum gathered over 2,000 participants on site and as part of an internet broadcast.
The forum was co-created by over 90 speakers and over 50 partners
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